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Purpose: This case-control study was designed to determine whether adults who present to a primary
care office with a chief complaint of headache have more reported symptoms of depression than adults
presenting with other problems.
Methods: Adult, English-speaking patients who presented to a primary care office with a chief complaint of headache were matched to adult patients of the same age and sex who presented with problems other than headache. All participants completed the PRIME-MD 9-item Patient Health Questionnaire as a screen for depression.
Results: A total of 200 participants entered the study. The mean age of the participants was 43.8
years (range, 18 – 87 years). Women constituted 84% of the participants. Of those patients who presented with headache, 32% had a likelihood of possible major depressive disorder compared with 12%
in the patients presenting without headache.
Conclusions: Almost one-third of adult patients who present to a primary care office with a complaint of headache report moderate symptoms of depression when screened compared with approximately 10% of patients presenting with a complaint other than headache. Given such a high prevalence
of these symptoms, primary care physicians should screen all adult patients who present with headache
for depression. (J Am Board Fam Med 2009;22:633– 637.)

It is estimated that more than 90% of adults experience at least one headache each year. Although
the majority of those adults do not seek medical
attention for this problem, headache is one of the
top reasons for people to seek outpatient medical
care. Depression is also a common disorder seen in
the outpatient setting. In primary care, anywhere
from 5% to 10% of outpatients have major depression.1,2 Patients who suffer from pain syndromes,
especially chronic ones, have an even higher prevalence of depression. Therefore, outpatients who
present to primary care physicians with a complaint
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of headache would probably have a signiﬁcant prevalence of depression.
Chung and Kraybill3 reported in 1990 that 63%
of patients who presented to their outpatient family
practice with a chief complaint of headache had
“depression” based on a score of ⬎50 on the Zung
Self-Rating Depression Scale. They concluded that
headache was an important marker for depression.
However, they did not measure the prevalence of
depression in their outpatients who presented with
complaints other than headache. In 1999 Mitsikostas and Thomas4 observed in a Veterans’ hospital
in Greece that patients seen for headache had a
higher prevalence of depression (3.4%), which they
deﬁned as “major depression” or “dysthymia,”
compared with healthy patients (0.6%), which was
a much lower prevalence than found in the previously cited study. Mitsikostas and Thomas4 used
the Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression, and
they did not assess depression in “nonhealthy” outpatients who presented with some complaint other
than headache.
In 2002, when using a clinical interview to
screen, investigators at a specialized headache center noted a signiﬁcant association between migraine
headaches and major depression and dysthymia in
their outpatients.5 Lipton et al6 reported in 2000
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Prevalence of Depression Symptoms in Outpatients
with a Complaint of Headache

Methods
Instrument
The PRIME-MD PHQ-9 is a self-administered
instrument that scores each of 9 Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth
Edition, criteria for major depression. The scores
range from “0” (not at all) to “3” (nearly every day).
The measure takes an average of 2 to 5 minutes to
complete, has good reliability and validity, and has
a relatively high positive predictive value for major depression.9 –11 Kroenke et al10 assessed the
PHQ-9 with 6000 patients in 8 primary care clinics
and 7 obstetric/gynecology clinics. Using the mental health professional interview as the criterion
standard, a PHQ-9 score ⱖ10 had a sensitivity of
88% and a speciﬁcity of 88% for major depression.
PHQ-9 scores of 5 to 9, 10 to 14, 15 to 19, and ⱖ20
represented mild, moderate, moderately severe,
and severe symptoms of depression, respectively.
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These characteristics as well as its brevity make the
PHQ-9 a useful clinical and research screening
tool. If the PHQ-9 indicates possible depression,
the diagnosis needs to be clinically conﬁrmed. This
questionnaire and the research protocol were approved by the Scottsdale Healthcare Institutional
Review Board.
Patients
The patients were selected using a convenience
sample of all adult (aged 18 years or older), English-speaking patients who presented to the
Heuser Family Practice Center (FPC) with a chief
complaint of headache and agreed to participate.
For each patient who entered the study in the
headache group, an age- (⫾3 years) and sexmatched English-speaking patient was selected as a
control from subsequent patients who presented on
the same day to the FPC (but not necessarily seen
by the same physician) with chief complaints of
problems other than headache and agreed to participate in the study. Complaints of control patients
included both acute and chronic problems such as
high blood pressure, cough, sore throat, diabetes,
back pain, dysuria, asthma, hay fever, arthritis, diarrhea, and abdominal pain. Patients were excluded
from the control group if any headache diagnosis
was listed on the problem list in their medical
record. Only English-speaking patients were enrolled in the study; self-reporting tests do not translate well because of semantic differences between
languages.12 Enrollment continued until the sample number of 200 (100 in the headache group and
100 in the control, or nonheadache, group) was
achieved. The enrollment number of 200 was based
on the power calculation as discussed in the data
analysis section, below. Enrollment occurred from
June 2003 through February 2005.
Design
This was a case-control study. The nursing staff at
the FPC identiﬁed patients who presented with a
chief complaint of headache as well as possible
control patients with chief complaints not including headache. The investigators obtained informed
consent from interested patients and requested
they complete the PHQ-9. The investigators
scored the completed PHQ-9. The investigators
notiﬁed the primary care physician of any study
patient who scored ⱖ5.
http://www.jabfm.org
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from a population-based sample of patients in the
United States and the United Kingdom that 47%
of migraine patients had “depression” compared
with 17% of control patients; these results were
based on the use of the Primary Care Evaluation of
Mental Disorders (PRIME-MD). These authors
did not further deﬁne “depression.” Neither of
these 2 studies included patients with headaches
other than migraine, nor were they located in a
primary care setting. Because the symptoms of depression are often subtle and hard to verbalize,
these symptoms may be overlooked in patients who
present with headache as their chief complaint.7,8
Several instruments have been used in the primary care setting to screen for depression among
adults. The most commonly used measures in outpatient settings are the Beck Depression Inventory;
the Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression
Scale, Revised; the PRIME-MD Patient Health
Questionnaire (PHQ-9); and the Zung Self-Rating
Depression Scale. According to a recent systematic
review of depression screening tools by Nease and
Malouin9 the PHQ-9 is the best depression screening tool available for primary care. The purpose of
our study was to screen, using the PHQ-9, for the
prevalence of reported symptoms of depression in
primary care outpatients who presented with a
chief complaint of headache compared with outpatients who presented with chief complaints of problems other than headache.

Age, years (mean ⫾ SD)
Sex (n 关%兴)
Male
Female

Total Patients

Headache Group (n ⫽ 100)

Control Group* (n ⫽ 100)

43.8 ⫾ 15.3

43.7 ⫾ 15.6

43.9 ⫾ 15.2

16 (16.0)
84 (84.0)

16 (16.0)
84 (84.0)

32 (16.0)
168 (84.0)

*Control group included patients presenting without headache.

Data Analysis
The age and sex characteristics of the patients as
well as the prevalence of reported symptoms of
depression (PHQ-9 score ⱖ5) in the patients with
headache are reported with descriptive statistics.
The proportion of patients who reported symptoms of depression in the headache group was compared with the proportion of patients with reported
symptoms of depression in the control (nonheadache) group using the 2 test. SPSS software version 15.0 (SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL) was used for all
analyses. From previous studies, the prevalence of
major depression in the control group was estimated at 10%. Assuming P ⬍ .05 and n ⫽ 200, the
power to detect an effect size of 15% (ⱖ25% prevalence of symptoms of depression in the headache
group as compared with the control group) is 80%.

Results
A total of 200 patients entered this study: 100 in the
headache group and 100 in the control (nonheadache) group. The mean age of participants in the
study was 43.8 years, with a range of 18 to 87 years
(see Table 1). Women constituted 84% and men
constituted 16% of the participants.
Those patients who presented with headache
had a 63% prevalence of reporting at least mild
symptoms of depression (PHQ-9 score ⱖ5) compared with a 29% prevalence in the nonheadache
patients (see Table 2). The prevalence of reporting
at least moderate symptoms of depression (PHQ-9

score ⱖ10) was 32% in the headache patients compared with 12% in the nonheadache patients.

Discussion
This case-control study revealed a high prevalence
on screening of reported symptoms of depression
in adult patients who presented to a primary care
ofﬁce with a chief complaint of headache (almost
two-thirds of patients) compared with patients presenting with nonheadache chief complaints (less
than one-third). Other studies have found the prevalence of depression (with varying deﬁnitions of
depression) in headache patients to range from as
low as 3.4% to as high as 78%.3,4,6,7,13–17 These
were studies of patients in both the inpatient as well
as outpatient settings and most were not from primary care practices. Our study agrees with the
“depression” prevalence results of Chung and
Kraybill3 in a similar outpatient primary care setting if one uses reporting at least mild symptoms of
depression (PHQ-9 score ⱖ5). Those authors did
not study the prevalence of depression in patients
in the same setting as nonheadache complaints.
The prevalence of reported symptoms of moderate
depression (PHQ-9 score ⱖ10) among the nonheadache patients in our study (12%) was comparable to the quoted prevalence of major depression
among primary care patients (10%).
There is no deﬁnitive answer as to why headache
and depression may be related. Many physicians are
aware of the commonness of depression in patients

Table 2. Prevalence of Symptoms of Depression
Reported Symptoms of Depression
Mild (PHQ 9 ⱖ5)
Moderate (PHQ 9 ⱖ10)
Moderately severe (PHQ 9 ⱖ15)
Severe (PHQ 9 ⱖ20)

Headache Group (n 关%兴)

Control Group (n 关%兴)

63 (63.0)
32 (32.0)
19 (19.0)
4 (4.0)

29 (29.0)
12 (12.0)
4 (4.0)
2 (2.0)

2
23.27
11.66
11.05
0.69

P
⬍.0001
.001
.001
.407

PHQ, Patient Health Questionnaire.
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Table 1. Age and Sex of Patients in the Headache and Control Groups (n ⴝ 200)
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Many questions warranting further research remain. Do patients with different types of headaches
vary in their prevalence of reported symptoms of
depression? Do patients with headache and depression view themselves as more disabled than patients
with headache but without depression? In patients
with migraine headaches and depression, would
antidepressants be more effective as prophylaxis
than other medications like ␤-blockers or antiseizure medications?

Conclusion
There is a high prevalence of reported symptoms of
depression in patients who present to a primary
care physician with a chief complaint of headache.
All such patients should be screened for depression.
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